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This work explores the use of a tree tensor network ansatz to simulate the ground state of a local Hamil-
tonian on a two-dimensional lattice. By exploiting the entropic area law, the tree tensor network ansatz seems
to produce quasiexact results in systems with sizes well beyond the reach of exact diagonalization techniques.
We describe an algorithm to approximate the ground state of a local Hamiltonian on a LL lattice with the
topology of a torus. Accurate results are obtained for L= 4,6 ,8, whereas approximate results are obtained for
larger lattices. As an application of the approach, we analyze the scaling of the ground-state entanglement
entropy at the quantum critical point of the model. We confirm the presence of a positive additive constant to
the area law for half a torus. We also find a logarithmic additive correction to the entropic area law for a square
block. The single copy entanglement for half a torus reveals similar corrections to the area law with a further
term proportional to 1 /L.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The numerical study of many-body quantum systems is a
challenging task. The exponential growth of the dimension
of the Hilbert space with the size of the system implies that
exact diagonalization techniques can only be applied to ad-
dress small lattice systems.1–3 Quantum Monte Carlo sam-
pling offers a valuable route to the study of larger lattices,
although systems of frustrated quantum spins or interacting
fermions cannot be analyzed due to the so called sign
problem.
In two spatial dimensions, the use of a tensor network
ansatz, such as the tensor product state or projected en-
tangled pair state PEPS Refs. 4–11 and the multiscale
entanglement renormalization ansatz MERA,12–15 has
opened a very promising alternative path to investigating
ground state properties of arbitrarily large lattice systems.
The key of these approaches is the ability of the TPS, PEPS,
and MERA to reproduce the scaling of the entanglement in
the ground state, as given by the entropic area law.
In this work we explore the use of yet another tensor
network variational ansatz, namely, a tree tensor network
TTN,16–23 to simulate the ground state of local two-
dimensional 2D lattice systems. This very simple ansatz is
inspired on the original real-space renormalization group
ideas of Kadanoff and co-workers.24–29
The present approach is both motivated and limited by the
area law for the entanglement entropy.30–35 The “area law” is
a conjectured property of the entanglement entropy of certain
ground states of local Hamiltonians. It asserts that the en-
tropy of a region of the system is proportional to the size of
its boundary rather than proportional to its volume. Direct
calculations of the entanglement entropy have provided evi-
dence of the validity of the area law for a large class of
systems.30–33 A complete characterization of the Hamilto-
nians whose ground state obeys the area law is still missing.
On the one hand, by exploiting the area law a TTN can be
used to address small 2D lattices with sizes well beyond the
reach of exact diagonalization techniques. Specifically, the
cost of simulating a lattice of LL sites grows as expL
instead of expL2. Thus, the TTN approach is useful to in-
vestigate small 2D quantum systems and to study larger sys-
tems with finite-size scaling techniques. It is also particularly
suitable to investigate ground-state entropies.
On the other hand, the expL cost due to the entropic area
law still sets a severe limit to the system sizes a TTN can
describe and the present approach simply cannot compete
with the PEPS and MERA algorithms4,6,10,11,14 for large sys-
tems. However, the TTN is also of interest in the context of
developing these more advanced, scalable algorithms. This is
due both to its simplicity and to its direct connection to
ground state entanglement properties, on which the scalable
algorithms are also based. As a matter of fact, the TTN ap-
proach described in this work was initially developed as an
auxiliary tool to help in the design of the MERA.14
The present approach bears important similarities with
White’s density matrix renormalization group DMRG
Refs. 36–38 for a review see, e.g., Ref. 39 when applied
to 2D lattice systems.40–46 Roughly speaking, it can be re-
garded as a DMRG approach where the matrix product state
has been replaced with a TTN. This replacement has both
advantages and disadvantages. Its weakest point is an in-
crease in computational cost. However, a TTN greatly im-
proves the connectivity between lattice sites, possibly result-
ing in faster convergence and better correlation functions
e.g., on a torus. Extracting certain entropies from the TTN,
say the entropy of one quarter of the lattice, is straightfor-
ward. Finally, the algorithm can be very simply imple-
mented.
The results are organized in several sections. In Sec. II we
describe the TTN for 2D lattices and motivate its use in
terms of the entropic area law. In Sec. III we explain how to
compute the expectation value of local operators, two-point
correlation functions, fidelities, and block entropies. Then in
Sec. IV we describe an algorithm to approximate ground
states with a TTN. This algorithm is tested in Sec. V by
addressing the quantum Ising model with transverse mag-
netic field on a torus made of LL sites. Quasiexact results
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are obtained for lattices of linear size L= 4,6 ,8, whereas
approximate results are obtained for L= 10,16,32, we also
check the exponential cost of a TTN representation and in-
troduce a possible estimate of the error induced by the finite
amount of computational resources.
In Sec. VI we turn our attention to the computation of
ground-state entanglement at the critical point. We present
results for L= 4,6 ,8 ,10 for both entanglement entropy and
single copy entanglement. This allows us to investigate the
form of their finite-size scaling. Several authors47–56 have
predicted the presence of corrections to the area law includ-
ing a universal and positive constant term for half a
torus.50,51,54 Our results reproduce this term, as well as a
logarithmic correction for a quarter of a torus.48,52,55,56 Nu-
merical estimates of the coefficients for all the corrections
are presented in Eqs. 41, 42, 45, and 49–51. We
conclude with a discussion of the results in Sec. VII.
II. TREE TENSOR NETWORK ANSATZ
In this section we introduce the variational ansatz used
throughout the manuscript and justify its applicability in
terms of the area law for entanglement entropy.
A. Isometric tree tensor network
We consider a square lattice L made of N=LL sites,
where each site is described by a local Hilbert space V of
finite dimension d. Our goal is to represent a pure state
VN of the lattice L. Most of the time,  will corre-
spond to the ground state GS of some local Hamiltonian H
defined on L.
A generic state VN can always be expanded as
 = 
i1=1
d

i2=1
d
¯
iN=1
d
Ti1i2¯iNi1i2¯ iN , 1
where the dN coefficients Ti1i2¯iN are complex numbers and
the vectors 1s , 2s , . . . , ds denote a local basis on site s
L. We refer to the index is that labels a local basis for site
s is=1, . . . ,d as a physical index.
In this work we further expand the tensor of coefficients
Ti1i2¯iN in Eq. 1 using a TTN. As shown in Fig. 1 for
lattices of 22 and 44 sites, a TTN decomposition con-
sists of a collection of tensors w that have both bond indices
and physical indices. The tensors are interconnected by the
bond indices according to a tree pattern. The N physical in-
dices correspond to the leaves of the tree. Upon summing
over all the bond indices, the TTN produces the dN complex
coefficients Ti1i2¯iN of Eq. 1.
The tensors in the TTN will be constrained to be isomet-
ric, in the following sense. As shown in Fig. 2 for the 4
4 case of Fig. 1, each tensor w in a TTN has at most one
upper leg/index  and some number p of lower indices/legs
1 , . . . ,p, so that its entries read w1¯p

. Then we impose
that

1¯p
w1¯p
 w†
1¯p
= . 2
For the sake of clarity, throughout the paper we use diagrams
to represent tensor networks as well as tensor manipulations.
For instance, the constraints for the tensors w1, w2, and w3 of
the TTN of Fig. 1 for a 44 lattice, namely,

1234
w11234
 w1
†
1234
= , 3

12
w212
 w2
†
12
= , 4

12
w312w3
†12 = 1, 5
are represented as diagrams in Fig. 2ii. We refer to a tensor
FIG. 1. Color online Example of TTN for a 22 lattice and a
44 lattice. Notice right that the TTN for a 2D lattice can always
be represented as a planar graph, with the leaves or physical indices
ordered on a line. The tensors labeled with wi are isometric tensors.
They act locally by projecting the ground state onto its local support
with dimension i see Sec. II for further explanation.
FIG. 2. Color online i Diagrammatic representation of three
types of isometric tensors in the TTN for a 44 lattice in Fig. 1.
ii Graphical representation of the constraints in Eqs. 3–5 ful-
filled by the isometric tensors.
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w that fulfils Eq. 2 as an isometry. As we will see in Secs.
III and IV, the use of isometries simplifies the manipulations
necessary to compute expectation values of local operators
and the spectrum of reduced density matrices, as well as to
optimize the TTN. The isometric character of the tensors can
also be seen to prevent numerical instability during the simu-
lations.
B. Coarse graining of the lattice
An intuitive interpretation of the use of a TTN to repre-
sent a state  can be obtained in terms of a coarse-graining
transformation for the lattice L. Notice that the isometries w
in Fig. 1 are organized in layers. The bond indices between
two layers can be interpreted as defining the sites of an ef-
fective lattice. In other words, the TTN defines a sequence of
increasingly coarser lattices L0 ,L1 , . . . ,LT−1, where L0
L and each site of lattice L is defined in terms of several
sites of L−1 by means of an isometry w, see Fig. 3.
In this picture, a site of the lattice L effectively corre-
sponds to some number n of sites of the original lattice L0.
For instance, each of the two sites of L2 in Fig. 3 corre-
sponds to eight sites of L0. Similarly, each site of lattice L1
corresponds to four sites of L0.
C. Entropic area law
In using a TTN to represent a generic state , the top
tensor wT must already depend on dN coefficients. It is then
unclear that the use of a TTN has any computational advan-
tage with respect to directly dealing with all the dN coeffi-
cients Ti1i2¯iN in Eq. 1. However, ground states GS of
local Hamiltonians are known to often exhibit a so-called
entropic area law30–35 and this property might lead to a re-
duction in computational costs when expressing the state or
an accurate approximation of it as a TTN.
Let us present the reduced density matrix  for a block A
of contiguous sites of L as
A = trB	 =

p
A	
A , 6
where B are all the sites of L outside the block A and p are
the eigenvalues of A that is, A
A= p
A. Then the
entropy SA of block A is defined as
SA  − trA log A = −

p log p. 7
This entropy measures the amount of entanglement between
the block A and the rest B of the lattice L, and it is also
known as entanglement entropy.57 For a generic state, the
entropy of a block A is proportional to the number nA of
sites in A 
provided nA	N /2, that is
SA  nAlog d generic . 8
For instance, the entropy of a block made of l l sites is
proportional to l2 and, correspondingly, the effective dimen-
sion  required to describe the block throughout the paper
we use a number of different subscripts to denote different
effective dimensions . For instance, ll, A, and 1/2
refer, respectively, to the effective dimension for a block of
l l sites, a block A and one half of the lattice. The specific
meaning should be clear from the context is exponential in
l2,
Sll  l2 log d, ll = dl
2
generic . 9
If instead the entropy of the block A grows proportional to
the number of sites of the boundary of A, denoted by 
A,
we say that the state  fulfils an entropic “area law”
SA  c1
A area law , 10
where c1 is some constant. For instance, for the above block
of l l sites, the entropy is only proportional to l. Accord-
ingly, the dimension  required to effectively describe the
block may grow markedly less with l than in the generic
case,
Sll  4c1l, ll  exp4c1l area law , 11
where the lower bound for  is obtained by exponentiating
the entropy and is saturated by a flat probability distribution
p=1 / and =1, . . . ,.
Equation 11 is our main justification for attempting to
describe ground states of local 2D Hamiltonians using a
TTN. It suggests that it might be possible to accurately ap-
proximate a ground state GS that fulfils the area law of
Eq. 10 by using a number of coefficients that scales with
the linear size L of the lattice L only as O
expL, instead of
O
expL2 as is the case for a generic state. In other words,
ground states of local Hamiltonians are typically less en-
tangled than generic states, and we might be able to exploit
this fact computationally.
A simple example of ground state that fulfills the bound-
ary law is a valence bond crystal as, e.g., it is the ground
FIG. 3. Color online The isometric TTN of Fig. 1 for a 44
lattice L0 is associated with a coarse-graining transformation that
generates a sequence of increasingly coarse-grained lattices L1, L2,
and L3. Notice that in this example we have added an extra index to
the top isometry w3, corresponding to the single site of an extra top
lattice L3, which we can use to encode in the TTN a whole sub-
space of VN instead of a single state .
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state of the AKLT model58 made of short-range dimers.
Each dimer crossing the boundaries of a region A contributes
a constant amount to the entropy and the number of such
dimers is proportional to the size of the boundary of the
region A. This roughly corresponds to the presence, in the
spectrum of the reduced density matrix, of a number of sig-
nificant eigenvalues that grows exponentially with the size of
the boundary.
D. Plane, cylinder, and torus
Let us now assume that the entropic boundary law in Eq.
10 translates into an effective site dimension given by
A  exp
SA  exp
c1A , 12
and let us explore the implications that this expression would
have on the ability of a TTN to encode ground states.
For this purpose, let us consider the interacting bound-
aries, denoted 
1/2, 
1/4, and 
1/8, of blocks that consists,
respectively, of one half, one fourth and one eighth of a L
L lattice L. These boundaries depend on the topology of
the interactions of H on L, and for the plane, cylinder and
torus are presented in Table I see also Fig. 4.
From Table I and Eq. 12 one can obtain the dimension 
of the sites of the most coarse-grained lattices LT−1, LT−2,
and LT−3, and the size of the isometries at the upper layers of
the TTN, which is what dominates the computational cost of
the approach. The table shows that ground states on a torus
are more entangled e.g., the blocks have more interacting
boundary, or entropy, and therefore computationally more
demanding than on a plane or cylinder. In this work we shall
concentrate on the torus, with the understanding that a simi-
lar analysis can also be conducted for the other cases. In
particular, as it is easy to anticipate, given the same compu-
tational costs, larger systems can be addressed in the cases of
plane and cylinder interaction topologies.
E. TTN ansatz on the torus
From now on we consider a LL lattice L on the torus.
In this case, 1/21/4expc12L are the largest effective
site dimensions. The top isometry wT depends on 1/2
2
exp4c1L parameters, whereas each isometry wT−1 de-
pends on 1/21/4
2 exp6c1L parameters. Isometries at
lower layers of the TTN can be seen to depend on less pa-
rameters.
Based on these observations, our TTN ansatz for the
ground state of an LL lattice with torus topology and site
dimension d=2 e.g., spin-12 model will invariably consists
of a top isometry wT and two isometries wT−1 with bond
dimension  on all their indices. Then, depending on the size
L and other considerations, the TTN will be completed in
two possible ways. For small L L	8 in the examples of
Sec. V, a single extra layer of isometries will be considered,
where each isometry maps N /4 sites of L directly into one
site of LT−2. For larger lattices, it is computationally favor-
able to complete the TTN with at least two more layers of
isometries, see Fig. 5.
Because the isometries wT−1 are, by far, the largest tensors
in the TTN, the memory required to store the ansatz is a
function of the size of wT−1, namely,
memory  3 large  regime , 13
where, unless otherwise specified, from now on  refers to
the effective dimension used for both one half and one quar-
ter of the lattice, 1/2=1/4.
F. Nested Schmidt decompositions
It is instructive to relate the TTN ansatz with the Schmidt
decomposition of the state  it represents. Recall that
given a bipartition A :B of the sites of lattice L into two
subsets A and B, the Schmidt decomposition of state 
according to this bipartition reads
 = 
=1
A:B
pAB , 14
where p, 
A, and 
B appear in the spectral decomposi-
tion of the reduced density matrices cf. Eq. 6
A =

p
A	
A, B =

p
B	
B , 15
and where the number of terms A :B in the decomposi-
tion, known as the Schmidt rank, can be used as a measure of
entanglement between blocks A and B.59
In Ref. 21 a canonical form for the TTN was proposed,
where each bond index of the TTN corresponds to a Schmidt
TABLE I. Length of the boundaries of different subregions of a
2D lattice system for several choices of topology of the whole
system.
Plane Cylinder Torus

1/2 L L 2L

1/4 L
3
2L 2L

1/8
5
4L
3
2L
3
2L
FIG. 4. Color online Interacting boundaries 
1/2, 
1/4, and

1/8 corresponding to one half, one quarter and one eighth of a
lattice for three different choices of boundary conditions.
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decomposition. That is, in its canonical form, a TTN can be
regarded as a collection of Schmidt decompositions of a state
according to a family of nested bipartitions A :B of the sys-
tem.
In this work we do not use the canonical form of a TTN.
However, the use of isometric tensors implies that the rank of
each bond index in our TTN is given by the Schmidt rank
A :B of the corresponding partition. In particular, the bond
dimension  in Eq. 13 corresponds to the Schmidt rank
between two halves of the system, as well as between one
fourth and three fourths of the system.
G. Symmetries
The symmetries of a state  of the lattice L can often be
incorporated to some extent into the TTN, resulting in a re-
duction on computational costs. One can distinguish between
space symmetries, such as invariance under translations, e.g.,
by one lattice site or invariance under rotation of the lattice
by, e.g., 90°, and internal symmetries, such as particle num-
ber conservation or spin isotropy.
The coarse-graining implicit in the TTN ansatz is incom-
patible with most space symmetries. As a result, a TTN ap-
proximation to a symmetric state typically breaks such sym-
metries. However, the symmetry is seen to be restored in the
limit of a large . In addition, the isometries can often ex-
plicitly incorporate part of the symmetry. For instance, in
approximating states that are invariant under translations in
44, 66, or 88 lattices by using the TTNs of Figs. 1
and 5, one can choose all the isometries on a given layer of
the TTN to be the same.
In contrast, internal symmetries can be implemented ex-
actly in the TTN. Suppose for example that the state is
known to have a well defined particle number 
U1 symme-
try or to be a singlet under spin rotations 
SU2 symmetry.
Then one can choose all the isometries of the tree to be
covariant under the action of the symmetry, in such a way
that: i the symmetry is preserved exactly by any value of ,
and ii many parameters of the isometries are fixed by the
symmetry, leading to a significant reduction in computational
cost. We refer to Refs. 60–62 for more details. In the actual
computations presented in this work we have not imple-
mented internal symmetries in the TTN.
H. Relation to real-space RG
Being based on coarse graining the lattice L, the present
approach is closely related to the real-space RG ideas and
methods proposed by Kadanoff and co-workers.24–29 The
TTN ansatz can indeed be regarded as a specific implemen-
tation of the spin-blocking schemes that these authors put
forward.
However, it is important to emphasize the differences be-
tween the present approach and those usually associated to
real-space RG methods. First of all, here we attempt to ob-
tain a quasiexact description of the ground state GS of a
finite lattice L, which forces us to consider effective sites
with a dimension  that grows exponentially with the
number of iterations  of the coarse-graining transformation.
Instead, real-space RG approaches typically attempt to iden-
tify and characterize the fixed points of the RG flow on an
infinite system and consider a fixed dimension . A second
important difference is in the way the isometries are chosen.
Wilson proposed to consider the restriction HB of the Hamil-
tonian H on a block of sites B, and to choose the isometries
in order to preserve the subspace corresponding to the lowest
energy eigenvalues of HB. Here, instead, we aim at globally
minimizing H see Sec. IV, thereby following the path ini-
tiated with White’s DMRG.36–38
I. Relation to MERA
The TTN ansatz considered in this work can also be
thought of as a particular case of the MERA, see Refs.
12–15. Specifically, a MERA where disentanglers are re-
placed with identity operators becomes a TTN. We empha-
size that the manipulations of a TTN, as discussed in Secs.
III and IV, are different than those for the MERA. Indeed, the
absence of disentanglers changes the optimal pattern of ten-
sor network contractions. As a result, for instance, the scal-
ing of the computational cost with  is much smaller with a
TTN 
namely, O4 than with a MERA.14 Of course, for
large 2D lattices the benefits of having a cost that scales as a
smaller power of  are offset by the need to use a much
larger value of , and simulations with a TTN become more
expensive than with the MERA.
FIG. 5. Color online Isometric TTN for lattices of 66, 8
8, and 1010 sites as used in the manuscript for the purpose of
benchmarking the performance of the algorithm of Sec. IV. Notice
that all TTN have the same structure on the two top layers of isom-
etries, whose manipulation dominates the computational cost of the
algorithm, while they differ in the lower layers. In particular, in the
1010 lattice two lower layers of isometries are required since a
single layer of isometries mapping a block of 55 sites directly
into a single effective site would have been too expensive given the
present capabilities of the desktop computers used for the
simulations.
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III. COMPUTATION OF LOCAL OPERATORS,
FIDELITIES, AND ENTROPIES
In this section we assume that a TTN for the state  of
an LL lattice L has been provided, and explain how to
extract a number of quantities of interest from it. This section
is presented before explaining the optimization algorithm in
the next section mostly for two reasons. On the one hand, the
algorithm of Sec. IV is only one of many possible ways of
obtaining a TTN one could alternatively consider using a
different optimization algorithm,18–22 or obtain a TTN
through an analytical derivation16,17 and yet in all cases it is
still necessary to extract information from the TTN represen-
tation. On the other hand, by explaining now how to com-
pute quantities of interest from a TTN, we also introduce
material that will be useful later on in order to understand the
optimization algorithm.
A. Expectation value of local operators, two-point correlation
functions, and fidelity
We start by noticing that since the TTN is made of isom-
etries, the state  it represents is automatically normalized,
	 =1.
Given a local operator o
s that acts on a single-site s of L,
the expectation value
	o
s , 16
can be computed by contracting the tensor network of Fig. 6.
Notice that an important fraction of the isometries in the
TTN are annihilated by their Hermitian conjugate pair, see
Fig. 2, and are therefore not involved in the computation of
	o
s.
A local operator o
ss that acts on two sites s and s of L
can always be decomposed as a sum of products of one-site
operators o

s and o

s
,
o
ss =

o

so

s
. 17
Therefore, without loss of generality we can concentrate on
the calculation of a two-point correlation function
	o
so
s . 18
This computation is achieved by contracting the tensor net-
work of Fig. 7. A minor difference with the previous contrac-
tion for a single-site operator is that now less pairs of isom-
etries are annihilated.
More generally, the expectation value of a product of p
one-site operators 	o
s1o
s2¯o
sp can also be ob-
tained by contracting a similar tensor network, and so can the
overlap or fidelity 	1 2 between two states 1 and 2
represented by a TTN with equivalent tree structure, see Fig.
8.
B. Spectrum and entropy of the reduced density matrix of a
block of sites
Finally, from the TTN it is straightforward to compute the
spectrum p of the reduced density matrix A 
cf. Eq. 6
for certain blocks A of sites, namely, those that correspond to
an effective site of any of the coarse-grained lattices
L1 , . . . ,LT−1. Figure 9 illustrates the tensor network corre-
sponding to A for the case when A is one half of the lattice.
As before, many pairs of isometries are annihilated. In addi-
FIG. 6. Color online Computation of the expectation value
	o
s of a one-site operator o
s acting on site sL. i Tensor
network to be contracted. ii Tensor network left after many of the
isometries are annihilated by their Hermitian conjugate, see Fig. 2.
After the steps from iii to v the expectation value is obtained.
FIG. 7. Color online Computation of the expectation value
	o
so
s corresponding to a two-site correlation function. i
Tensor network to be contracted. ii Tensor network left after sev-
eral isometries are annihilated by their Hermitian conjugate. After
the steps from iii to v the expectation value is obtained.
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tion, the isometries contained within region A can be re-
moved since they do not affect the spectrum of 
A. From the
spectrum p, we can now obtain the entropy SA of Eq.
7.
In the large  regime, where the bond dimension at the
top layers of the TTN is much larger than in the lowest
layers, the cost of contracting any of the tensor networks in
Fig. 6–9 is dominated by matrix multiplications whose com-
putational cost scales as 4. Thus, this is the cost of all the
tasks discussed in this section.
IV. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In this section we describe an algorithm to optimize the
TTN ansatz so that it approximates the ground-state GS of
a Hamiltonian H,
HGS = EGSGS , 19
defined on an LL lattice L with torus topology. For sim-
plicity we will assume that the Hamiltonian H decomposes
into two-site terms that couple only pairs of nearest-neighbor
sites s ,sL,
H = 
	s,s
h
s,s, 20
although much more complicated Hamiltonians e.g., with
plaquette interactions or arbitrarily long-range interactions
can be also considered with only minor modifications of the
algorithm.
A. Cost function and optimization strategy
Given the TTN ansatz wi at a fixed value of , our
goal is to minimize the expectation value
Ewi  	wiHwi , 21
as represented in Fig. 10, by optimizing all the isometries
wi in the TTN, so as to obtain an optimal approximation
Ew¯i to the ground state energy EGS,
Ew¯i  min
wi
	wiHwi , 22
as well as an optimal TTN approximation w¯ i to the
ground-state GS.
An exact solution to Eq. 22 is not known. However, one
may attempt to approximately minimize the energy Ewi
in many different ways. Here we will do so by means of an
iterative optimization strategy, which is an adaptation to the
present context of the algorithm described in Ref. 15.
Starting with some set of initially random isometries
w1 ,w2 ,w3 ,¯, we will first optimize one of them, say, w1,
to obtain an optimal w1. Then, given the updated set
w1 ,w2 ,w3 , . . ., we will optimize another isometry, say w2,
obtaining w2. In the next step, given the updated set
w1 ,w2 ,w3 ,¯, yet another isometry will be optimized, and
so on, until we have optimized all the isometries in the TTN.
This defines one sweep. Then the sweep is iterated a number
of times, until the cost function Ewi is seen to converge
according to some criterion, for instance until it does not
change between sweeps by more than some small amount.
FIG. 8. Color online Computation of the overlap or fidelity
	1 2 between two states 1 and 2 each represented with a
TTN. i Tensor network corresponding to 	1 2. Notice that in
this case no isometry is annihilated, since the isometries of the two
TTNs are not the same. After the steps from ii to iv the overlap
or fidelity is obtained.
FIG. 9. Color online Computation of the spectrum p of the
reduced density matrix A for a block A that corresponds to one of
the coarse-grained sites. i Tensor network corresponding to A
where A is half of the lattice. ii Tensor network left after several
isometries are annihilated with their Hermitian conjugate. iii since
the spectrum of 
A is not changed by the isometries acting on A,
we can also eliminate those isometries and we are left with a net-
work consisting of only two tensors, which can now be contracted
together.
FIG. 10. Color online Tensor network corresponding to the
cost function Ewi= 	wiHwi to be minimized.
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B. Optimization of an isometry
Next we explain how, given a set of isometries wi for
the TTN at some stage of the minimization procedure, one
can optimize one isometry w. Recall that w is associated to a
block A of sites of L.
First we notice that the cost function Ewi decomposes
as a sum of two-site contributions
Ewi = 
	s,s
Esswi , 23
 
	s,s
	wih

s,swi . 24
From now on, we also assume for simplicity in the explana-
tion that h
s,s is the product of two one-site operators. If it
is not, we can always decompose h
s,s as a sum of such
products.
When viewed as a function of w only, Fig. 11, Ewi can
be divided into two pieces,
Ew = Fw + G . 25
Here Fw collects all two-site contributions Ess where at
least one of the two sites s ,sL are included in the block A
associated to w, and F collects the rest of two-site contribu-
tions, see Fig. 12. Notice that if both s and s in Ess lie
outside the block A, then the pair w and w† cancels out due to
Eq. 2, and Ess does not depend on w. Therefore, G is
independent of w and we can focus on minimizing Fw. In
turn, Fw can also be divided into two pieces,
Fw = FAAw + FABw , 26
where FAAw collects all contributions Ess with both sites s
and s in A, whereas FABw corresponds to the terms Ess
that include one site in A and the other site in its comple-
mentary B 
cases i and ii of Fig. 12. The optimization
min
w
Fw , 27
is bilinear in w ,w† and is subject to the isometric constraint
of Eq. 2. Unfortunately, once more we do not know how to
solve this minimization exactly.
Following Ref. 15, we will approximately minimize Fw
as follows. First we linearize Fw by considering w to be
independent of w†, and then we minimize the resulting cost
function Iw=trw,
min
w
Iw = min
w
trw , 28
where  is the environment of w. The function Iw can be
minimized exactly, with the optimal solution corresponding
to w=−VU†, where =USV† is the singular value decom-
position of .
Once we have obtained the optimal w, we can replace w†
with w† in Fw, resulting in an updated environment 
that we use to minimize Iw again. Iteration produces a
sequence of isometries w ,w ,w , . . . that typically lead to
FIG. 11. Color online Tensor network representation for the
cost function Ew=Fw+G in Eq. 25 depending only on one
isometry w.
FIG. 12. Color online Examples of the three different types of
two-site terms Ess contributing to Ew: in i both s and s are
contained within the block A associated to w; in ii only one of the
sites, say s, belongs to A; finally in iii both sites s and s are
outside A. The terms i and ii contribute to FAAw and FABw in
Eq. 26, respectively, whereas the term iii contributes to the con-
stant G in 25.
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monotonically decreasing values of the cost function, that is
FwFwFw¯. One could in principle iterate
the minimization of Fw until some level of convergence
has been reached. However, in practice we only use a small
number of iterations even just one before moving to opti-
mize another isometry of the TTN, since in actual simula-
tions this is seen to be already enough to perform the mini-
mization of Eq. 22. The order in which the isometries are
optimized does not seem to play a relevant role in the per-
formance of the algorithm.
All that is left is to explain how to compute the environ-
ment  of an isometry. Again, the environment breaks into
two-site contributions corresponding to the terms Ess that
appear in FAAw and FABw,
 = AA + AB. 29
Figure 13 shows examples of two-site contributions to AA
and AB.
The cost of optimizing an isometry comes from the com-
putation of the environment  and from its singular value
decomposition. These costs depend on which isometry w is
optimized, but the cost of sweeping over all the isometries of
a given layer of the TTN can be seen to scale as OL4,
since there are OL Hamiltonian terms h
ss at the boundary
between two halves of the system and computing the associ-
ated contribution to an environment  has a cost 4. Notice
that the singular value decomposition of the environments 
for the two largest isometries also costs 4. Therefore the
leading order in  of the cost of sweeping over the whole
tree scales as OL4, and is also proportional to the number
of layers in the TTN. In a translation invariant setting where
all the isometries in a layer of the TTN can be chosen to be
the same, this leading cost still scales as OL4 and remains
proportional to the number of layers, but it has a reduced
multiplicative prefactor. In a lattice of 88 sites, a typical
computation of the ground state where optimization of
isometries proceeds until the expectation value of the energy
does not change by more than 10−10 per sweep requires of
the order of 100–500 sweeps.
In the case of a Hamiltonian made of long-range two-site
interactions, where all sites interact with all sites, the number
of Hamiltonian terms h
ss grows as OL4 and, correspond-
ingly, the overall cost of sweeping over the whole tree scales
as OL44.
V. BENCHMARK RESULTS
In order to test the usefulness of the TTN ansatz and to
benchmark the performance of the optimization algorithm,
we consider the quantum Ising model with transverse mag-
netic field, as given by the Hamiltonian
HIsing = − 
	ss
x

s
 x

s
− z

s
, 30
where x and z are Pauli matrices and  is the magnitude of
the transverse magnetic field. We consider a square lattices
made of LL sites and with toroidal boundary conditions.
Since each site corresponds to a spin-1/2 degree of freedom,
its vector space dimension is d=2. In the thermodynamic
limit, the model is known to undergo a quantum phase tran-
sition at a value of the transverse magnetic field
c3.044.63,64
We have computed TTN approximations to the ground
state of HIsing in lattices of linear size L= 4,6 ,8 ,10,16,32
and for several values of 	500. Exploiting translation in-
variance, we have chosen, on each layer of the TTN, all
isometries to be the same. For L	8 we are in a quasiexact
regime where results appear to be very accurate, whereas for
L10 we are in an approximate regime where the results are
not yet converged with respect to , but it is still possible to
obtain qualitatively correct results.
A. Quasiexact regime
For L=4,6 ,8 we have computed approximations to the
ground state of HIsing for values of the transverse magnetic
fields in the range  
1,5. Figures 14 and 15 show the
expectation values for the interaction per link,
	xx 
1
2N 	s,s
	x

sx

s , 31
and the transverse magnetization per site
	z 
1
Ns 	z

s , 32
in terms of which the energy per site reads
e 
1
N
	H = − 2	xx − 	z . 33
Both observables in Figs. 14 and 15 around 3 have a
very steep dependence on . This behavior is consistent with
the presence of a phase transition at =3.044 in order to
find the precise location of the transition point one should
perform a finite-size scaling analysis. However, at least in its
simplest version,1,65 a finite-size scaling analysis requires
knowledge of the energy gap between the ground state and
first-excited state of H. While this gap can in principle be
computed with a TTN, such computation is beyond the scope
FIG. 13. Color online Examples of the two different types of
two-site terms that contribute to the environment  for the isometry
w: i both s and s are contained within the block A associated to
w, and therefore this term contributes to AA; ii only one of the
sites, say, s, belongs to A and therefore this term contributes to AB.
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of the present work, restricted to ground states as deter-
mined in Refs. 63 and 64.
In order to assess the accuracy of our numerical results,
we first compare the expectation value of the energy with its
exact value, as obtained in Ref. 1 using exact diagonalization
techniques on a 66 lattice. Notice that 66 is the largest
LL lattice that can be addressed with exact diagonaliza-
tion. For =3.05266 and thus near the critical point the
exact value of the energy per site as obtained in Ref. 1 is e
=−3.247 274 397 58¯. Figure 16 shows the error in the en-
ergy per site obtained with a TTN with  ranging from 100
to 550. This error is of the order of 10−4 for =100 and
under 310−7 for =550. In the first case, the computation
lasts 20 min on a standard PC and uses less than 0.5 Gbyte of
random access memory RAM. In the latter case, the simu-
lation takes around 2 days and uses about 8 Gbyte of RAM.
By comparison, the computation by exact diagonalization re-
quired 35 Gbyte of RAM.1
This means that, for the model we are considering, we
obtain accurate results with a fraction of the resources
needed by the exact diagonalization algorithms.
For larger lattices we do not have exact results to compare
against. In this case we study the convergence in  of the
energy per site e for a value =3.05 of transverse magnetic
field close to the critical value c. This regime is the hardest
to simulate, since ground states are most entangled at criti-
cality. As shown in Fig. 17, where we plot the energy per site
e and its deviation ee−emax from our best estimate
emax, for values of  around 500, e depends only very
weakly on . The figure also shows that, as expected, the 6
6 case converges faster with large  than the 88 case.
Notice that, bigger systems have higher energies per site, in
agreement with previous finite-size scaling studies.1
Further evidence in favor of convergence of the results in
an 88 lattice with  is obtained by studying the spectrum
of the reduced density matrix for one half of the lattice. In
Fig. 18 we have plotted the largest 200 eigenvalues of this
spectrum, again for =3.05. We see that in changing  from
200 to 500 in our energy optimization, the upper part of the
spectrum remains essentially unchanged. Also, the spectrum
p decays very fast as a function of  presenting only
around 50 eigenvalues larger than 10−4. This also implies
that typical errors in the expectation value of observables
should be very small we will provide examples of this state-
ment in the section on the entropies. The study of the spec-
trum of one half of the lattice as a function of , as displayed
in Fig. 19, confirms that the ground state is most entangled,
and therefore its computation most challenging, for  around
c. It is also interesting to notice that, for magnetic fields 
smaller than the critical c, the spectrum presents a very
peculiar plateaux structure that will be analyzed in detail in
the next section.
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FIG. 14. Color online Expectation value 	xx as a function
of the transverse magnetic field  and for lattices of 44, 66,
and 88 sites. Notice that, as the lattice size grows, 	xx be-
comes steeper and less smooth around 3, consistent with the
existence of a critical point at c3.044 in the thermodynamic
limit Refs. 63 and 64.
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FIG. 15. Color online Expectation value 	z for the transverse
magnetization as a function of the transverse magnetic field  and
for lattices of 44, 66, and 88 sites. Again, as the lattice size
grows 	z becomes steeper and less smooth around 3, consis-
tent with the existence of a critical point at c3.044 in the ther-
modynamic limit Refs. 63 and 64.
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FIG. 16. Color online Error of the ground state energy per site
ee−eexact 
cf. Eq. 33 for a 66 lattice plotted as a func-
tion of 1 / at =3.052 66.  varies in the range from =100 to
=550. eexact is extracted from Ref. 1. In the plot we see that e
ranges from eO10−4 in the case of =100 to eO10−7 in
the case of =550. All the TTN simulations used here require much
smaller computational resources than the full exact diagonalization
calculation as we explain in detail in the main text.
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The structure of the TTN manifestly breaks translation
and rotation invariance and it is natural to ask to what degree
this affects the structure of correlations in the ansatz. Figure
20 shows the two-point correlation function
Cx,y  	x

0,0x
x,y , 34
where x ,y is a vector of integers indicating the position of
a lattice site. Results obtained for a 88 lattice with just 
=100 hardly show any difference between the correlation
functions in the x and y directions. This seems to indicate
that the space symmetries expected in the ground state have
already been restored at a relatively small value of .
The results in this section demonstrate that, for the model
under consideration, the TTN approach offers a reliable
route, based on exploiting the entropic area law, to extend the
domain of quasiexact results well beyond what is possible
using exact diagonalization techniques.1
B. Approximate regime
For lattices of linear size L10 we no longer obtain con-
vincingly converged results for 500 when trying to ap-
proximate the ground state of HIsing for  close to c. Inter-
estingly, however, we still obtain reasonably converged
results for a large range of  away from c, which in the case
of a 1010 lattice allows us to obtain qualitatively the
whole phase diagram of the system, see Figs. 21 and 22.
More generally, we find that converged results for lattices
as large as L=16 and L=32 can be obtained, with 	500,
for values of  not too distant from c. This can be explained
by the presence of a plateaux structure in the spectrum of the
reduced density matrix of one half of the lattice, see Fig. 23.
The first plateau consists of exactly 2L eigenvalues p, that is
 
2,2L+1. The second plateau is much larger, but its
eigenvalues are often already very small. For instance, for
=2.4, the first plateau corresponds to p10−3, whereas in
the second plateau to p10−5–10−6. Importantly, Fig. 24
shows that simulations with a value of  slightly above 2L
can already accurately reproduce the first plateau and obtain
a reasonable approximation to the ground state of the system.
This can be explained using perturbation theory as done, e.g.,
in Sec. IIIB in Ref. 45.
C. The exponential cost
We have seen that the presence of plateaux in the spectra
of reduced density matrices can reduce the cost for an ap-
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FIG. 17. Color online Approximate ground state energy per
site e 
cf. Eq. 33 for =3.05 plotted as a function of 1 /, for
lattices of 66 and 88 sites. Notice that in both cases the results
seem to have converged for large  up to several digits of accuracy.
The insets show the difference ee−emax, as a function of
1 /.
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FIG. 18. Color online Spectum p for the reduced density
matrix  of one half of the lattice. The results the ground state of
HIsing for =3.05 in a 88 lattice. Notice the relatively fast decay
of the spectrum, with, e.g., p10−4 for 50. Also, calculations
with =200 and =500 produce spectra that are very similar for
small . This is an indication that the largest eigenvalues p for
small  are already very close to their exact value.
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FIG. 19. Color online Spectrum of the reduced density matrix
for one half the 88 lattice for different values of . The calcula-
tions, conducted with =100, show that the spectrum decays slow-
est for  near c. It also shows that for magnetic fields smaller than
c, the spectrum develops a clear structure of plateaux.
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proximate description of ground states with a TTN to a linear
function in the size of the system. In general, however, such
short plateaux are not expected see, e.g., the valence-bond
crystal example given in Sec. II C. In particular, close to the
critical point, we do not observe any plateaux. We have re-
peatedly stated that a faithful representation of the ground
state with a TTN in this regime requires an exponential cost
in the size of the system. Here we make this statement more
precise. In order to achieve this we study how the rank of the
TTN  should increase to keep the error in the energy as an
example of a local observable constant as we increase the
system size. The error in the energy is estimated from our
numerical data as
e  e − emax, 35
where emax is our best available result.
For each system size L we denote by L the minimum
 that leads to at most an error  in the energy. This proce-
dure is illustrated in Fig. 25. In turn, Fig. 26 displays the
value of L as a function of L. It shows that L grows
exponentially with L for large L, thereby confirming that the
cost of faithfully representing the ground state with a TTN
increases exponentially with the linear size of the system.
D. Error analysis
The TTN is a variational ansatz whose precision can be
improved by increasing the value of the refinement param-
eter . Ideally, for very large , the results should become
exact. A precise theory on how to detect this asymptotic re-
gime is beyond the scope of this work. However we see that
several observables O= 	O converge to their large 
value in a characteristic way. Namely, O1 / is a mono-
tonic function of 1 / with positive, monotonically increasing
derivative. For such observables, a rough estimate of the er-
ror induced by using a finite value of  can be obtained as
follows. The monotonic nature of O ensures that
O1 /maxO0Oexact. With a linear fit to the behavior
of O1 / close to 1 /max we can extrapolate O to 1 /=0
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FIG. 20. Color online Two-point correlation functions Cx ,y
of Eq. 34 for the ground state of HIsing with transverse magnetic
field =3.05. The correlation function between distant points in the
torus remain large, as one would expect of a system that becomes
critical in the thermodynamic limit. The results, obtained with a
TTN with =100, show that the invariance of the system under 90°
rotations is preserved, in spite of the fact that the TTN manifestly
breaks it at its top layers. Indeed, one can hardly distinguish Cr ,0
from C0,r.
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FIG. 21. Color online Expectation value 	xx as a function
of the transverse magnetic field  and for a 1010 lattice. The inset
shows results obtained with =100 and =200 for values of the
transverse magnetic field  close to c. In this approximate regime,
the TTN algorithm produces results that are not converged with
respect to  near the quantum critical point.
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FIG. 22. Color online Expectation value 	z as a function of
the transverse magnetic field  and for a 1010 lattice. The inset
shows results obtained with =100 and =200 for values of the
transverse magnetic field  close to c.
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and obtain Olow. Indeed, the conjectured properties of the
derivative of O ensure that Olow	Oexact. In this way we
manage to bound the exact solution with data available from
the numerical simulations
Olow 	Oexact 	O1/max . 36
As important examples we consider in Fig. 27 the behavior
of both the ground state energy and minus the entangle-
ment entropy of the reduced density matrix of half the torus,
for the critical Ising Model on a 44 lattice. There, we can
rely on exact diagonalization results and check that
O1 /max−Olow is an upper bound to the error induced by
considering smaller  than the one required by the exact
solution. In this way we have estimated the errors appearing
in the following section.
VI. APPLICATION: ENTROPIC AREA LAW
The study of the entanglement entropy for the ground
states of 2D quantum systems has been the subject of several
recent works.47–54 The TTN approach provides a natural sce-
nario for these studies.
A. Entanglement entropy
From the TTN approximation to the ground state of HIsing
on a LL torus for L= 4,6 ,8 ,10 we can compute the en-
tanglement entropy of one half and one quarter of the lattice
at the critical point =3.044. Collecting results from Refs.
47–49, 55, and 56, at a quantum critical point, the entangle-
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FIG. 23. Color online Spectrum p of the reduced density
matrix for one half of a LL lattice in the ground state of HIsing for
=2.4. These results, obtained with only =100, show the presence
of a plateau of exactly 2L eigenvalues p, separated by two or more
orders of magnitude from those of the next plateau. The structure of
plateaux can be understood as a perturbative version of the entropic
area law and explains why a TTN with relatively small  can still
produce converged results away from the critical point for large
lattices L10–30. For a related discussion see also the Sec. IIIB in
Ref. 45.
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FIG. 24. Color online Spectrum p of one half of a 1010
lattice in the ground state of HIsing for =2.4. Results obtained with
=32, 64 and 100 do not differ significantly in the first 21 eigen-
values. This shows that the presence and composition of the first
plateau of 2L eigenvalues of Fig. 23 with L=10 in this case is
robust with respect to .
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FIG. 25. Color online Plot of e defined in Eq. 35 for torus
of sizes L= 4,6 ,8 ,10 and various . We present several choices of
 in the range 10−4		1.310−3 represented by horizontal lines
of different colors. The arrows identify the  defined in the text for
the particular choice of =10−3.
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FIG. 26. Color online Plot of the logarithm of  as a function
of L for several choices of  in the range 10−4		1.310−3. In
each case, for L large enough, the data lie on a straight line con-
firming that the cost of the simulation increases exponentially with
the size L of the system.
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ment entropy S1/2 of half the torus, with total boundary 2L,
should scale as
S1/2L = s12L +
s
−1
2L
+ QCP, 37
where QCP see Ref. 49, 51, and 54 should be a universal
constant. We can now numerically confirm the validity of Eq.
37 and at the same time extract estimates for the coeffi-
cients in Eq. 37, including QCP for the Ising universality
class on a torus. This is presented in Fig. 28 where, by per-
forming a fit to the numerical data with Eq. 37, we obtain
s1 = 0.067 01107 , 38
QCP = 0.03026 , 39
s
−1 = − 0.0214 , 40
with 
2
n.d.f . =0.003 in this section of the work the letter 
2
refers to the standard name given to the sum of the residual
in a least square fit, and should not be confuse with the
truncation parameter of the TTN that is called  through all
the rest of work. The curve described by Eq. 37 is, hence,
a good description of the scaling form of S1/2. However the
results we obtain are compatible with setting s
−1 to zero. If
we do this, and repeat the fit we obtain
s1 = 0.0672218 , 41
QCP = 0.025021 , 42
with 
2
n.d.f . =0.002 slightly lower than the previous case. The
values for s1 and QCP are also compatible with the ones of
the previous fit. Their accuracy is however improved by one
order of magnitude. These results suggest the absence of the
correction term s
−1 in the scaling of the entanglement en-
tropy of half a torus. It is interesting to notice that QCP, that
should be universal, is positive as predicted in Ref. 51.
Compiling results from Refs. 47–49, 55, and 56, the en-
tropy S1/4 of one quarter of the torus should scale as
S1/4L = s12L +
s
−1
2L
+ s0 log 2L + const. 43
where the presence of a logarithmic term is induced by the
corners of the square block.47,48,52,56 Comparing with Eq.
37 and using that the interacting boundary is the same for
one half and one quarter of the torus, we can extract s0 from
S1/4L − S1/2L = s0 log 2L + const. 44
This study is presented in Fig. 29. The fit to the numerical
data with Eq. 44 produces an estimate
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FIG. 28. Color online Entropy S1/2L of one half of the torus
as a function of the linear size L, corresponding to the ground state
of HIsing with =3.044. The results for L=4, 6, 8, and 10 confirm
the linear growth predicted in Eq. 37, where no logarithmic cor-
rection is expected. The results of our study also seem to rule out
the presence of the term proportional to s
−1. In the inset we show
the results of the fit. The asymmetric errorbars, obtained through the
analysis outlined in Sec. V D, are so small that they are hardly
visible in the plot.
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FIG. 27. Color online Analysis of −S1/2 top plot, minus the entanglement entropy of half a torus, for the critical Ising model on a 44
lattice, as a function of 1 / and the ground state energy bottom plot. The exact result requires =256. If we are only able to compute both
observables for 	32 the region in the plots on the right of the vertical black line the values of both observables at =32 provide an upper
bound to their exact results. A lower bound is obtained by linearly extrapolating the two observables from the two best values at =16 and
=32 to 1 /=0. This is represented in the plots by the lower red line on the plots where the extrapolated values are denoted by Slow and
Elow. In this way it is clear that −Slow	−Sexact	−S1 /max and Elow	Eexact	E1 /max as expressed in Eq. 36 in the main text. The
differences S1 /max−Slow and E1 /max−Elow thus provide upper bounds to the error for both E and S induced by considering a smaller
 than the one required by the exact solution.
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s0 = − 0.03814 , 45
with a corresponding 
2
n.d.f . =0.4. This confirms the validity of
the scaling form of Eq. 43 as well as a negative value for s0
in agreement with the theory.47,48,55,56
As a side observation, this plot exemplifies once again the
difference between the quasiexact and the approximate re-
gime. The level of approximation we obtain for the L=10
system implies that those results are almost useless in ex-
tracting logarithmic corrections to the leading scaling laws.
B. Renyi entropies
From the TTN approximation to the ground state, we can
also compute all the Renyi entropies Sn
Sn =
1
1 − n
log tr n 0	 n	 46
A limiting case of Sn is given by the single copy entangle-
ment E1,66
E1  lim
n→
Sn. 47
E1 is expected to have the same scaling form of Eq. 37 for
the entanglement entropy but with different numerical
coefficients,50,54
E1/2
1 L = e12L +
e
−1
2L
+ QCP . 48
The results for E1 of half torus are shown in Fig. 30. The fit
to the numerical data for L=4, 6, 8, and 10 with Eq. 48
produces
e1 = 0.0172420 , 49
QCP = 0.049951 , 50
e
−1 = − 0.16130 , 51
with 
2
n.d.f . =0.0005. This reveals a very good agreement be-
tween Eq. 48 and the numerical data. It is interesting to
notice that the coefficient e
−1 is nonzero and negative, in
agreement with the theory.53 In addition, as already antici-
pated by the results contained in Ref. 50 and 54, the numeri-
cal values of the parameters for scaling of the single copy
entanglement and entanglement entropy are different. Never-
theless, for the universal term, we find that
QCP = 2QCP, 52
to our numerical precision. This is reminiscent of a very
similar result obtained for one dimensional critical chains,
where the universal coefficient of the logarithmic scaling of
the entanglement entropy with the size of the interval is two
times 
instead than one half as in Eq. 52 the analogous
coefficient for the scaling of the single copy
entanglement.67,68
VII. DISCUSSION
In this manuscript we have described a numerical tech-
nique based on a TTN to compute ground-state properties of
2D lattice systems. The approach exploits the entropic area
law and has a cost that scales exponentially in the linear size
of the lattice. Its goals are necessarily more modest than
those of scalable tensor network algorithms such as PEPS
and MERA.4–14
For the model we have considered here, the TTN ap-
proach offers a simple, effective way of obtaining quasiexact
results well beyond what is possible with exact diagonaliza-
tion techniques.1,2 We expect that similar gains would also
occur for other models. We envisage that this technique will
become a useful tool both to study small lattice systems and
in investigations based on finite-size scaling. A highlight of
the approach is its simplicity, especially when compared to
the scalable tensor network algorithms. In addition, it can be
used to study block entropies, a task that becomes much less
straightforward with other methods.
The TTN algorithm is closely related to the DMRG algo-
rithm applied to 2D lattices. It is beyond the scope of the
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FIG. 29. Color online Difference between entropies for one
quarter and one half of the torus as a function of the linear size L,
corresponding to the ground state of HIsing with =3.044. The re-
sults for L=4, 6, 8, and 10 allow us to confirm the logarithmic
dependence predicted in Eq. 44, which is attributed to the pres-
ence of corners in the boundary of our block for one quarter of the
lattice.
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FIG. 30. Color online Single copy entanglement E1L for
one half of the torus as a function of the linear size L, corresponding
to the ground state of HIsing with =3.044. The results for L=4, 6,
8, and 10 confirm the linear growth predicted in Eq. 48. In this
case the term e
−1, analogous to the term s−1 for the entanglement
entropy, is negative as predicted by the theory. In the inset we
present the results of the fit. The asymmetric error bars, obtained
through the analysis outlined in Sec. V D, are so small that they are
hardly visible on the plot.
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present work to conduct the detailed analysis required to es-
tablish how the performances of the two algorithms compare.
Nevertheless, some preliminary observations can be made.
Updating the matrix product state MPS used in DMRG has
a cost of O3L2 per sweep, while updating the TTN costs
O4L. This allows DMRG to consider values of  that are
about 10 times larger with similar computational cost. On the
other hand the TTN has better connectivity. In a TTN all
lattice sites are connected through the product of at most
Olog L tensors. Instead, when an MPS is used to encode
the ground state of a 2D lattice, nearest-neighbor lattice sites
are typically connected through the product of OL tensors,
with a fraction of the sites being connected through the prod-
uct of OL2 tensors on a torus. As a result, we expect
convergence to the ground state to be faster using a TTN. In
addition, space symmetries can be partially incorporated in
a TTN.
The TTN is particularly fitted to study entropies and their
scaling with the size of the system. In this work we have
reported some numerical results that are compatible with the
expectation drawn from Refs. 47–49 and 55 about the pres-
ence, in the scaling form of the entanglement entropy, of
both additive logarithmic and constant corrections to the area
law. Our results suggest the absence of a 1 /L correction.
After the first draft of our paper was presented, a systematic
study of all the Renyi entropies was reported in Ref. 54. This
motivated us to also consider the single copy entanglement
E1, Eq. 47. We have confirmed that the scaling of E1 also
includes a constant additive correction to the area law and a
term proportional to 1 /L, with numerical values different
from the ones present in the scaling of the entanglement
entropy. This is a hint to the presence of a different set of
universal constants for each of the Renyi entropies as stated
in Ref. 54. Further aspects of these scenarios can be found in
Ref. 69.
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